SYSTEMSTAND WOOD
STAND CONFIGURATIONS
WOOD CORNER STAND FROM 20QM AVAILABLE

WOOD
Corner stand from 20sqm

Modular wall system (height: 3m) from a regional production with functional features and eco-friendly LED-illumination. The implementation of the sustainability concept by means of real wood, recycled card boxes and 100 % recyclable carpet.

(Illustration with additional equipment)

INCLUDED BASIC EQUIPMENT
100% recyclable carpet
7 LED spotlights (each 3sqm one)
1 socket outlet
1 wooden coverage of the distribution box
1 high table wood, fitted with 2 bar stools
1 wooden reception desk
2 fascia card box (the costs for lettering/graphic depends on expenditure)

VK=188,00€ / M²
WOOD
Row stand from 20qm

Modular wall system (height: 3m) from a regional production with functional features and eco-friendly LED-illumination. The implementation of the sustainability concept by means of real wood, recycled card boxes and 100 % recyclable carpet.

(Illustration with additional equipment)

INCLUDED BASIC EQUIPMENT
100% recyclable carpet
7 LED spotlights (each 3sqm one)
1 socket outlet
1 wooden coverage of the distribution box
1 high table wood, fitted with 2 bar stools
1 wooden reception desk
2 fascia card box (the costs for lettering/graphic depends on expenditure)

VK=188,00€ / M²
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